
NAYER KAZEMI - WATER ART 

 

NATURE BOWL # 103  © 1995 

 

This handmade piece of “WATER ART” compliments any 

environment. It adds moisture to the air and brings nature’s 

peace and tranquility into your life. 

 

 

Dimensions: 12” x 5” 

Material: Ceramic, Copper, Arizona Slate and Pebbles. 

Finish:  Black gloss glaze 

 

Water Pump: See reverse side for detailed information 

 

Assembly Instructions: (Indoor Fountain) 

 

1. Hook copper water spout onto the rim of the bowl. 

2. Place the Arizona Slate on the rim of the bowl. 

3. Cover the pump with the slate and rocks provided. 

4. Place small pot/vase on top of the slate. (to be used for fresh flower arrangements, filled with 

sand, a few green leaves, dried flowers, a small 2'' live plant or anything of interest) 

5. Fill the bowl with water about 1" below the rim (distilled water is recommended). 

6. Pump should already be pre-adjusted. See reverse for adjustment issues. 

7. The level of water influences the sound, the fuller the bowl the softer the sound. ( Always 

make sure you have water covering the pump, as it will burn out if there is not enough water) 

8. Plug the cord into an electrical outlet, and turn on switch to enjoy your water art. 

 

 

 

TO PREVENT PUMP BURN-OUT KEEP WATER LEVEL ABOVE  

THE PUMP AT ALL TIMES. 

 

 

Plant Pictured: African Violet – plant not included with fountain 

 

Recommended Care: 

 

Change the water every 2 or 3 weeks or as needed. To clean hard water deposits use a soft sponge, and 

a product like “Lime away”, which is available in the cleaning aisles at most stores. DO NOT ADD 

VINEGAR OR BLEACH TO THE WATER it will eat the propeller in the pump, which is made of 

plastic. 
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